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minilube® and superlube™

Designed to offer powerful and professional greasing with robust
portability, both minilube® and superlubeTM products incorporate a
spring loaded priming system to feed the KR pressurite™ grease gun.
Both systems are designed for those applications where compressed
air is unavailable but bulk grease is preferred. 

Switch between high pressure (up
to 10,000psi) to break through
blocked grease nipples and high
volume to quickly pack bearings

KY SUPERGRIP™ 
3 jaw high pressure coupler
for positive connection

K4 Superlube incorporates a sturdy
hand actuated primer pump that
feeds grease to the KR Pressurite
gun. Each prime provides 60 shots
on high pressure setting

3m of delivery hose

Models available to suit grease pails
from 12.5kg to 22kg

KR Pressurite™  Gun for dual
pressure action

Switch between high
pressure (up to 10,000psi) to
break through blocked grease
nipples and high volume to
quickly pack bearings

1.5m of delivery hose

K7 Minilube® incorporates a robust foot
actuated primer pump that feeds grease to
the KR Pressurite gun. Each prime provides
30 shots on high pressure setting

Models available to suit grease
pails from 2.5kg to 5kg

KY SUPERGRIP™ 
3 jaw high pressure coupler for
positive connection

K7-01 K4-01 K7-24 K7-67

KR PRESSURITE dual pressure grease gun � � � �

Fully serviceable � � � �

Pail size 2.5kg 20kg 2.5kg container 5kg container

Typical output pressure range from
48 300 – 82 750 kPa (7000 – 12000psi) on high pressure settingKR PRESSURITE grease gun*

Output volume per shot ‘High Pressure’ setting 0.45g 0.45g 0.45g 0.45g

Output volume per shot  ‘High Volume’ setting 1.25g 1.25g 1.25g 1.25g

Output shots per prime 30 60 30 30

Wetted parts aluminium, steel and Nitrile rubber

Bulk fillable - - � �

Max grease type NLGI No.2 NLGI No.2 NLGI No.2 NLGI No.2

Warranty1 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Parts guarantee2 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Rubber edged 
follower plate

*Output pressure is a product of input force provided by the operator. 
Note1  Subject to Macnaught warranty terms and conditions, see inside back cover.
Note2  Parts available for 10 years from deletion or upgrade of model.

K4 SuperlubeTM

K7 Minilube®

Sliding bung adaptor 
that allows several 
different height grease 
pails to be covered by 
one single model


